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Cattle for beginners
Locks Park Farm, we
spent a crisp December
day with her wonderful
Devon Ruby suckler
herd, absorbing a mass
of information and inspiration.

A number of people on
our smallholding courses
asked us to run a day
dedicated to cattle, preparing you for bringing
home your first house
cow or small herd. So
who were we to ignore
you? Run with great
mate and organic beef
farmer Paula Wolton
who lives over the hill at

In the winter the cattle
are housed in Paula’s
“cow palace”, a cow
barn designed by Paula
to keep her herd management as easy as possible, so we were able
to get very hands on
with cows and calves,
heifers and steers. The
photo shows Adrian
(who came especially all
the way from Switzerland) lifting the heifer’s
head ready for drench-

ing her with flukicide.
Even though the rest of
the country was snowbound, everyone made
it to Devon, and was
rewarded by a lunch of
Devon Ruby beef stew
and all the trimmings.
Some of our course par-

ticipants will be getting
their own cattle soon
(Herefords, Dexters and
Devon Rubies) and we
look forward to seeing
the photos.
We will run the course
again in 2011, so do let
us know if you want to
go on the reserve list.

Keeping warm
Five years after arriving
on the farm we finally
installed our first radiators—powered by a new
wood fired stove with a
back boiler. This has had
a number of consequences: our consump-

tion of wood has gone
up; we have to cut increasing quantities of
wood, all of which
comes from our annual
round of hedgelaying;
we have to barrow logs
into the house more

frequently; the log piles
diminish more quickly
and the carpet is an
embarrassment as the
wheelbarrow leaves its
mark. Oh, and the
house now gurgles as
the hot water travels

through the new copper pipes.
Best of all I can sit in
my office without a rug
on my knees, and I no
longer wake up with
icicles on my nose.
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Pilgrims
gander from goose. A goose
may stretch its neck and hiss,
male-like, and confuse you,
and until a goose lays an egg or
a gander straddles his mate
you never know for sure. So
geese that are auto-sexing
have a real edge— their colour
is determined by their sex.
We’ve been looking for Pilgrim
Have you ever tried to sex a goose? Un- geese for a long time, a rare
til a gander shows overtly sexual behav- British breed, the female gray
and the male white. As soon as
iour it can be really challenging to tell
the goslings hatch you can tell

them apart, the male a fluffy
yellow, the female an olive
greeny gray.
And now we have our first trio
of Pilgrims roaming the farmyard and we look forward to
Spring when we hope they will
produce their first young and
increase the size of the flock.
But it does mean avoiding the
bullets of grassy goose-shit as
you go about your chores. And
its only a matter of time before
they enter the kitchen.

Missing Mopsa

Mopsa has been part of our lives for
more than ten years, an almost constant companion. As soon as Debbie
started working from home, we
planned to have our first dog, and we
learned all things canine from her. So
big, so beautiful, so warm, so individual, so loving and gentle mouthed, we
can never thank her enough for the
wonderful pleasure she has given us;
everything was so much more fun with

Mopsa there to share it.
Mopsa had a perfect doggy
existence with people to
love, her half sister Fenn
for company and a farm to
play in. She had all kinds of
livestock to stalk and eye
up, people to lean on and
pat with her paw, hands to
thrust her nose into and
lots to interest her.
But a Bernese does not
have a long life, and
Mopsa was nearly ten and
a half, a veteran. The last
few months had been
quiet ones for her; no long
walks, but days sitting in
the farmyard watching all
our comings and goings, a
few strolls through the orchard, one last trip to the

river, and another to the beach.
And then, mid September, she
could no longer walk and we
knew that we wouldn't have
her with us much longer. We
carried her about, came running if she called, spent hours
sitting with her.
We wanted, so much, for her to
go quietly and in her own time,
but on the last day of the
month we knew that she had
finally had enough, so the vet
came, and in Debbie’s office,
where we'd spent so much of
our time together, we held her
head and crooned to her, telling her how wonderful she was,
as she gave her last breath,
puffed into our hands for safekeeping. Mopsa: May 2000—
September 2010
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Ram shenanigans

This is Romeo, our new
pedigree Torwen ram,
and no, the image has
not been strangely
elongated—he really
does have the most extraordinarily long back
which bodes well for his
offspring—all that
lovely loin! We bought

him at the national ram
sale at Builth Wells and
as always with new livestock he was quarantined for several weeks
before introducing him
to the flock. Meanwhile, Roger the Torddu
ram was all too aware
that the ewes were in

season and was beginning to grow wings,
leaping over gates in his
eagerness to mate. Essential to keep him contained before he
spawned offspring
across Devon, we built a
lion’s cage of hurdles to
pen him til it was time to
put him with the ewes,
and then relaxed.

the answer was the
newly bashed solid gate
that had separated the
two areas, but how had
Romeo got into Roger’s
lion’s cage, and how had
Roger got out? Determination was the answer.

And as a result, the rams
went to the two flocks
earlier than planned—so
we will be lambing 2.5
Checking on the rams
weeks earlier too. If I’m
the next day Romeo was grumpy and cold in
where Roger should be March, sitting in the
and vice versa. It took us lambing shed wrapped
ten minutes of head
round a hot water bottle,
scratching to work out
you’ll know why. Might
how they had achieved be a heat wave tho...
this Houdini act. Part of

Sharing sheepy knowhow with Katie Fforde
Twitter has been something of a surprise revelation and brought us
into contact with a
heap of interesting people. The author Katie
Fforde wrote a tweet
asking for advice on
things sheepy and I
answered as best as I
could. Katie seemed
pleased with the results:
“Just what I need, and

nicely flexible so I can
manipulate things to fit
a plot - for example my city-based heroine
could have to do some
trimming down the
back end when she first
arrives at the farm to
look after her grandfather. Currently, this is
just for a German TV
film, but as I am having
to work quite hard on
the research, and of
course, getting involved

with my characters, I
might well it up later. If
it does turn into a
proper book, I will definitely acknowledge
you!! (I might also
come back to you...)”.
Wasn’t that nice?
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Andrew had great fun
this Autumn, making an
oak stable door for a
gorgeous manor house
in Oxfordshire. Relying
on long distance measurements, the relief that
everything fit when he
went up to hang it was
significant. And here it
is in the winter sun, as
golden as the Hornton
stone it sits in.

Pigs are us—the Yeoman herd of pedigree Berkshires

We have a strong preference for the Berkshire
pig; hardy, delightful,
good tempered and delicious, what’s not to like?
And they make great
mothers. As a consequence we are rearing
four litters a year and
there’s usually some
young stock about to enjoy. We sell weaners (at

a sturdy nine weeks
old) to people who
want to raise their own
pigs for pork and bacon
but don’t want the hassle of breeding and farrowing or housing a full
sized boar. Because our
stock is pedigree, we
also sell young stock for
breeding if they meet
the breed standard.

But of course not everyone has the space, time
or inclination to rear
their own pigs but still
wants to eat outdoor
reared rare breed pork,
so we sell our pork,
gammon & bacon and
take orders all year
round. The prices below include full butchery and delivery to your
door.
Quarter pork box
(10k)£95
Half pork box (20k)
£180
Whole pork box (40k)
£310
Quarter gammon &
bacon box (10k)£105
Half gammon/bacon
box (20k) £200
Whole gammon/

bacon box (40k) £350
Whole mixed pork/
gammon/bacon
box (40k) £330.
Weights are approximate.

We take advance orders
and then take pigs to
the butcher when
they’re ready, so let us
know if you want to order a box.

